Media Buying Software Platforms:
BluHorn vs. Mediaocean and Strata
An exploration and comparison of features & capabilities
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INTRODUCTION
Media buying is the negotiation and purchase of advertising ad space or time from a media company. A
media buying software platform is a time saving tool that aids media buyers in the process of evaluating,
allocating and placing media dollars that will eﬃciently reach the targeted market. For the evaluating and
scheduling of a media buy an excel type worksheet is incorporated into the system. The preferred
platform will be an all-in-one system supporting workﬂow and lifecycle of a media campaign from
planning to reconciliation and reporting.
Prior to the late 1990’s a typical media campaign centered around broadcast stations, print and outdoor
(otherwise known as traditional media). With the introduction of the internet and subsequent
e-commerce, media buying has evolved into an integrated approach utilizing both traditional and digital
media (streaming audio, websites and social networks). This evolution of media vehicles available for
advertising has necessitated a transformation of the media buying software platforms to support
integrated media buying.
This paper explores and compares the media buying platform features and capabilities of BluHorn to
Mediaocean and Strata.

COMPANY OVERVIEWS
Mediaocean
Founded in 1967 as Donovan Data Systems (DDS), merged with MediaBank in 2012 and rebranded as
Mediaocean. Initially built as a software to connect media and accounting teams, the rebranded product
provides modules for different aspects of the media management process. Carries a large price tag and
lengthy contracts, media platforms siloed into separate modules, supports multiple users, requires
speciﬁc hardware, operating systems and servers to operate.
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Strata
Founded in 1984, acquired by Comcast in 2005, recently rebranded to Freewheel. Built as a media buying
workﬂow automation platform with strengths in creating and managing insertion orders. Carries a large
price tag and lengthy contracts, supports multiple users, requires speciﬁc hardware, operating systems
and servers to operate.

BluHorn
Founded in 2010 as a cloud-based media buying platform built by media buyers for buyers. Carries
affordable annual or monthly subscriptions without contracts, supports multiple users, requires only an
internet connection and web-browser to operate.
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
BluHorn is a cloud-based system that does not require the substantial and expensive computing power
and hardware as the server network and database driven competition. Overall the functionality of the
BluHorn platform is similar to Mediaocean and Strata in that it supports the administration and workﬂow
of the media buying, traﬃcking and reconciliation processes. All functions of the platform are housed
together in one portal and accessed through a dashboard. Additionally, the purchase of different media
forms does not require the use of separate platforms or interfaces.
In contrast to Mediaocean and Strata, the BluHorn system is an affordable alternative that is easy to learn
and operate. The platform is a useful tool for buying and tracking expenditures without the requirement of
lengthy contract commitments with heavy fee structures. Like the others, BluHorn’s platform supports
the integration of Nielsen and Comscore ratings data, however, a data subscription is not required to
calculate the delivery of a media buy as ratings/impressions can be entered manually or uploaded with an
avail or proposal data ﬁle (like .xml or .scx). While touted as an ideal option for any sized agency, the
BluHorn platform is best suited to small and medium-sized agencies and in-house teams.

Dashboard/Platform Layout Appearance
The BluHorn dashboard navigation, appearance and features are customizable for top-reference, color
schemes, etc. The functionality of the BluHorn platform operates in a top/down page format that ﬂows
logically thru buying process from campaign set-up thru sending and traﬃcking orders followed by
administrative, reports and support tools. Conversely, the functions of buying and reporting with
Mediaocean and Strata
are siloed into separate
but interfaced modules
that can be diﬃcult to
navigate.
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Onboarding & Training
BluHorn onboarding is offered right away upon sign up and can be done with or without a self-guided tour.
A self-paced training module is also available and consists of instructional videos and quizzes. Training
is ﬁnalized with a live onboarding session with a Support Team member. During the live session, under
guidance of the trainer, the user executes the steps of the buying process from set-up through sending
orders and traﬃc instructions. Additional video guides for each module of the platform and buying
process are available on bluhorn.com/videos. User support is also available through the platform via the
Knowledge Base or Support Ticketing system, both of which are accessed by clicking the “life raft” icon
located on the dashboard.
This training process is comparable to Mediaocean and Strata in that post an initial trainer/trainee
session additional training is available to the individual through tutorials, manuals and online chats with
technical support.
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Vendor/Client Information
As mentioned previously Mediaocean and Strata are database platforms and as such the data ﬁelds have
character limitations which requires the user to abbreviate the names of clients, vendors and markets.
Even though BluHorn is also a database platform, the setup of vendors and clients is quick and simple
with entries customizable to the users’ preferred format and length.
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Media Types/Worksheets Available
Media schedules are created with the aid of an Excel and Google Sheet type worksheet formatted with
corresponding terminology and formulas to calculate spots, dollars, delivery and reach & frequency. Each
media vehicle, while similar in purpose, utilizes different terminology, media types and technical
speciﬁcations. Deploying an integrated media plan can be a daunting task for the media buyer if their
media buying platform does not support worksheets for negotiating and ordering the different media
types.
The media buying platform offered by BluHorn incorporates worksheets for broadcast, digital, print and
outdoor. Having developed and launched it’s system within the last 10 years, BluHorn had the advantage
of integrating all media types into the platform at the onset versus retroﬁtting an existing traditional
media focused buying platform or developing supporting stand-alone modules.

SYSTEM FEATURES
Worksheets
Generally the worksheet of a media buying software platform operates on a grid format with sortable
rows and columns to plot ad units across ﬂight dates and calculate total ratings and cost by line, vendor,
campaign, etc. Vendor inventory is populated into the worksheet by importing an electronic avail or
manually entering inventory line by line or if using Comscore, avail lines populate automatically.
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Worksheet Manipulation
While inventory avail entry is comparable, manipulation of a BluHorn worksheet is not as
advanced as the more expensive platforms. While the overall layout of the worksheet grid is ﬁxed,
columns can be hidden and frozen to the user’s preference. Sorting of individual columns is
accomplished by clicking the column header to achieve an up/down sort. Additionally, a
multi-sort of the worksheet is handled through the use of the ﬁlter function.

Adding/Deleting Rows
All platforms offer the ability to copy/paste and add/delete lines to a worksheet with a simple
right click action or through a drop down menu. BluHorn is no different. With a couple right clicks
of the mouse entire rows can be added or copied and inserted in the desired location of any
worksheet.

Scheduling
Scheduling of days and spots per week for all platforms is similarly handled with manual entry or
a drag/drop of the mouse across applicable columns. With Mediaocean the days of the week
and program times are independent of each other while Strata has them combined within one
ﬁeld. BluHorn on the other hand has each day of the week already formatted in the worksheet
and scheduling occurs with check boxes.
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Sending Orders
BluHorn station orders are executed through the worksheet module. Each vendor order is customizable
with individual selection of which details to include (or omit) along with station speciﬁc comments. Once
a station order is built out to the buyer’s preference it can be emailed to the vendor directly from the
system within the worksheet module. When using Mediaocean or Strata the media orders have to be
exported from the worksheet into supporting modules to both generate and send orders electronically.

SPECIAL FEATURES
Traﬃc
Traﬃcking creative to vendors is the ﬁnal step in the execution of a media buy. With the help of a training
video or one-on-one support session BluHorn makes the process fairly simple to create and electronically
traﬃc both instructions and the ad creative to vendors through the worksheet module. Mediaocean and
Strata also have traﬃcking capabilities that are handled through their reporting modules but they are not
as user friendly as BluHorn.
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Makegoods
Makegoods are an integral component for proper maintenance and stewardship of a media schedule.
Both Mediaocean and Strata support electronic review and approval of makegood offers. This feature is
not available in BluHorn, however, it is currently in the development and testing phase.

Quickbooks Integration
Bluhorn is integrated with Quickbooks and Quickbooks Online which is a nice time saver. With a quick
click within a worksheet schedules can be transferred to Quickbooks alleviating the need to generate
client invoices manually.

Invoice Reconciliation
As with all buy related functions of the BluHorn platform, invoice reconciliation is executed through the
media worksheet module. With or without a ratings subscription users are able to manually enter
invoices or upload electronic invoice ﬁles as a batch (group) or on a worksheet-by-worsheet basis.
However, the actual reconciliation
process only goes so far as to report
how many spots did or didn’t match
up to the order with the use of a post
buy report. Any invoice discrepancies
would need to be resolved with a
vendor outside of the platform and
then manually adjusted in the
system. Conversely, both
Mediaocean and Strata support
complete invoice to order
reconciliation with spot matching,
schedule and invoice adjustments.
Once an invoice is reconciled,
posting a buy is accomplished
through the same post buy module
of BluHorn. A post buy report will
detail each buy line along with actual
versus estimated ratings for
Nielsen/Comscore subscribers.
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Reporting
Reporting is a valuable tool for tracking and projecting expenditures by client and media. BluHorn offers
summary reports by client, media type, vendor, order, campaign or by billing information. A media
planning report is also available to show expenditures across all campaigns and media types in a
calendar type format. Individual worksheet reports offer different schedule views and eﬃciency tracking.
Unlike it’s competition, BluHorn reporting capabilities are more basic with limited customization.

Worksheet Reporting
Show Summary: Displays weekly/month summaries.
Spots Calendar by Stations: Provides line detail and eﬃciencies by
station along with a monthly recap.
View Programming: Functions as a rate request form for requesting
vendor avails and negotiating rates.
Show Schedule: Details spot counts by week.

Campaign Reporting
Campaign Report: Displays overall campaign totals with option to
report on all worksheets or only those ordered.

Vendor Reporting
Vendor Billing Report: Displays overall vendor totals with option to
choose clients, campaigns and vendors.

SUMMARY
Overall the BluHorn media buying platform is a viable solution for small to medium sized in-house media
departments, agencies and media buying services. It provides the basic tools necessary to effectively
automate and manage the basic workﬂow of media buying and planning. Most importantly subscribing to
the service won’t break the bank!
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